Page 8-4, Step 4 – Use the **START** part, so that the detail drawing will have the title block filled in properly. MATERIAL is HDPE.

Page 8-11, Step 3. Make sure that the arrow located in the “First corner” is pointing as shown.

Page 8-12, Step 9. Again, make sure the arrow is located correctly. If it is not, the arrow can be moved by selecting the end point of an entity (vertex) and selecting *Sketch – Feature Tools – Start Point*. The arrow indicates how the individual sketches will be blended together (start point and direction).

Turn in an isometric, solid (not shaded) print out similar to what is shown in the center of page 8-21. ← Output Required

Turn in an isometric, solid (not shaded) print out similar to what is shown at the top of page 8-25. ← Output Required

Answer questions 1-6, page 8-22.